City of Glenwood Springs Transportation Commission
January 5, 2021 Monthly Meeting Minutes
The January 2021 monthly meeting of the City of Glenwood Springs Transportation Commission was
called to order at 7:32 a.m. on January 5, 2021 via Zoom™.
Present were Commission Chair Sandy Lowell (SL), and Commissioners John Stephens (JS), Ralph Trapani
(RT), Lee Barger (LB), Steve Smith (SS), Roger Poirier (RP) and Robert Gavrell (RG).
Also present were City Council Members Charlie Willman (CW) and Shelley Kaup (SK), City Engineer Terri
Partch (TP), COO Steve Boyd (SB), City Manager Debra Figueroa, and Transit Planning and Development
Lead Linda DuPriest (LD).
I.

Modifications to the Agenda.

None.
II. Approval of the December 1, 2020 Meeting Minutes and October 20, 2020 Special Meeting
Minutes.
SL moved to approve the 12/1/20 Meeting minutes with one change (striking one sentence at the top of
p. 2). SS seconded. Unanimous approval.
SL moved to approve the 11/20/20 Special Meeting minutes with no changes. RT seconded. Unanimous
approval.
Based on feedback RG committed to get minutes out faster to all Commissioners and Council
representatives in the future.
III. Discussion of Recommendations for January 7, 2021 City Council Meeting.
The TC has been asked to present at the Council meeting on Jan. 7 re: three of the recommendations it
made to Council at its December meeting. SL suggested three different commissioners should present
for each of the three recommendations made. DF suggested that typical practice is to let only one

person present at Council meetings. SK and CW also both confirm that for other commissioners that is
the usual method as well.
SL suggests that he will nonetheless like to proceed to make opening remarks and speak in favor of one
of the recommendations, and then hand off to RT and RG to discuss individual recommendations. He
suggested that each presenter should self-restrict to no more than a few minutes, and make that clear
at the outset of each’s presentation. RT and RG agree to present on their respective recommendations,
but also have no interest in creating friction if Council turns out to dislike the idea. SL agreed to be the
lone presenter with the other members being in the meeting for questions and/or public comment.
IV. Sub-Committee Reports and Action Items.
A. Transit Sub-Committee. Report and recommendations (RG)

RG presented the suggestions of the TC Transit subcommittee reached at its December meeting.
Discussion focused on the purpose of BRT, and the conflict between determining WHERE BRT should go
vs. first determining WHAT BRT is for, and who it is to serve, and its proper function within GWS’ and the
region’s overall transit planning. The Transit SC’s suggestion was that without data to determine who is
riding buses, and what their destination is, there is no valid way to pick an appropriate route for
enhanced BRT. If, e.g., the BRT’s purpose is to move traffic through GWS (i.e., commuters passing
through), then minimal stops and an alignment along Midland or the Rio Grande would theoretically
make the most sense. If, however, the BRT’s purpose is to get commuters to GWS employment centers
from downvalley, then Grand Ave becomes the only sensible location for the alignment, with stops at
the major employment centers.
The Transit SC’s sense is that not enough work has been done to identify these priorities and goals for
the BRT service, making the selection of an alignment first, a misdirection.
As presented to the TC members in the provided materials, the Transit SC’s suggestions were as follows:
(1) The T.C. is urged to adopt the draft MOVE Study transit philosophy recommendations
contained at slide 43 (see below), and with the additional “philosophical” goals of:
(a) targeting service intervals on Grand Ave. of no less than every 15 minutes, and
service intervals on all other routes of no less than every 30 minutes, and
(b) exploring ways to eliminate redundancies and waste between the different routes
and schedules, with the goal of moving to small, quieter buses on all local streets and
keeping big, commuter buses on Grand Ave., West Midland, and Highway 6&24 as
much as feasible.
(2) In keeping with the above, with reference to the MOVE study’s draft recommendations (which
are consistent with aspects of Phase 1 and 2 of the 2018 GWS TOP), the Transit S.C. urges
the T.C. to endorse a modified version of the transit service recommendations contained on
draft MOVE slide 49, with the following changes:
(a) no transit center at 7th and Colorado,
(b) local service along Highway 6&24 should be serviced by the RFTA local service
either in addition to, or in lieu of, a strictly RGWS service, and

(c) the decision of whether to end the Hogback Service at West Glenwood P&R,
downtown Glenwood, or the 27th Street P&R should only be made after further
review of the Hogback service, and its ability to alleviate traffic in Glenwood
Springs by offering better “one-seat” commuting options for downvalley residents
commuting to GWS, is first conducted and considered.
(3) The T.C. is urged to recommend to Council to direct staff to move forward with Phase 1 and
the first part of Phase 2 of the 2018 GWS TOP (delayed because of Covid-19), working with
RFTA to:
(a) create a rationalized, route / schedule / fare structure for all four services operating in
GWS (Hogback, BRT, Local, and RGWS) in keeping with the priorities laid out above,
and
(b) review the Hogback service options, with an eye toward expanding and enhancing
service, and rationalizing its route / stops to provide the best opportunities for “oneseat” commuting from downvalley locations to employment centers in GWS.
(4) The T.C. is urged to recommend to Council that it should prioritize pursuing ways to transition
the West Glenwood P&R from its current location to a location in the vicinity of the West
GWS mall (i.e., north of the highway), as recommended by the 2018 GWS TOP (see p. 49).

TP presented technical data on elasticity and its potential effect on ridership, indicating that the better /
more effective the BRT service would be that was ultimately built, the greater would be the interest in
ridership would likely be.
All commissioners spoke in favor of wanting more data and outreach before any final enhanced BRT
route is decided.
B. Parking Sub-Committee. Report and recommendations (RT)

RT reported on the Parking SC’s position / suggestion that the MOVE study’s draft recommendations
relating to downtown parking management should all be supported. Once the MOVE is concluded, the
Parking SC will suggest that the TC should recommend doing a parking management program
downtown, even including hiring a director. As related by the minutes of the SC, the formal suggestions
of the parking SC were as follows:
The TC Parking SC endorses all aspects of the draft MOVE Study’s slide 23 which outlines key
elements of a Parking Management Program downtown, including as follows:
- Establish a truck loading plan (times, locations, etc.)
- Better manage the 700 block of Cooper Ave. (design and signage)
- Focus on weekend enforcement
- Leverage advanced parking enforcement technology (e.g. smartphone based parking
apps, LPR devices and automated ticket printing)
- Adjust fines for parking violations (increase amounts and target repeat offenders)
- Improve curb space signage and markings (paint maintenance, clearer signage); and
- Implement paid parking (both in the lots and on the downtown core streets, seasonally,
together with a permit system for surrounding streets)
Once the MOVE study is concluded, the TC should recommend that Council should task staff with
creating a Parking Management Program downtown, including all elements as laid out on slide 23 of
the completed MOVE study. Such a program should include a seasonally appropriate, revenue

generating paid parking aspect in the City’s parking lots and along key street-side parking areas. The
TC further recommends that it be granted limited oversight authority over staff to allow it to closely
work with staff to develop a comprehensive program for presentation.

RT also reported he reached out to Laura Kirk of the DDA to discuss this, and he learned that the DDA is
not necessarily opposed to paid parking and a parking management program downtown. There was
further discussion on the interrelationship of transit and parking, and commissioners expressed general
agreement that some sort of free transit to downtown from tourist areas should go hand in hand with
and parking program’s implementation.
C.

Bike / Ped Sub-Committee. Report and recommendations (SS)

SS reported the Bike / Ped SC’s continuing concern with safety issues along the Midland construction
corridor. He expressed concern that to his understanding vehicle safety requirements made it into the
construction contract, but bike / ped safety requirements did not. He also reported his initial
observations at the construction site suggesting that the pedestrian situation was not appropriate,
inasmuch as the sidewalk between, e.g. ,the Cardiff Glen Subdivision and Sopris Elementary School was
blocked, and unplowed.
TP committed to get SS the contract provisions that indicated bike / ped safety to SS, and committed
to getting the connectors claimed to be blocked and unplowed ready in time for school.
V. Old Business – Discussion Items.
N/a – Cut for time.
VI. New Business - Discussion Items.
TDM Ideas presentation (RT / LD)
LD gave a presentation to the TC re: Transportation Demand Management programs, incorporating
discussion of various commonly used elements, and an overview of TDM implementation strategies
locally and statewide. [presentation attached to these minutes]. She also provided an overview of
former local attempts (failed) to engage in regional TCM planning and study efforts, including RFTA’s
most recent study (which had considered including a TDM but did not), and the MOVE study (which was
going to include a TDM component and then did not because of consultant costs).
Several commission members expressed enthusiasm and strong support for active engagement by the
city in TDM planning and pursuit of opportunities within individual transportation projects as means of
reducing increases in motor traffic volumes and congestion.
The question she presented to the TC for her guidance was: should we be looking at this? How hard?
Where do we start? Through what mechanism (i.e. together with RFTA? Solo GWS? With separate
individual municipalities?)

Discussion by TC as to how to move this forward. SL strongly supported recruiting staff to drive this issue
forward internally. RT strongly expressed his intention to make this a priority. Concerns were raised as
to sources of money to fund such an efforts. RG suggested that the TC’s recommendations as to, e.g.,
parking management downtown could yield a source of funding for this, and other aspects of TDM. Staff
predicted that downtown businesses would object to implementation of paid parking, suggesting that as
a reason the City not pursue that aspect of TDM at present. SS and other Commission members
observed that research into TDM alternatives and opportunities can be immediately undertaken with
little or no expense (i.e., without paid consultants).
VII.

Staff Report – Upcoming / Developing Transportation Issues (TP/LD)

SS asked for clarification about transportation topics raised during the January 7 City Council
work session with RFTA, specifically, the staff proposal to shift unused RFTA Destination 2040 funds to
complete funding for design and construction of bicycle-pedestrian underpasses at 27th & Glen
Avenue/Highway 82.
TP explained that because the funds intended for a) implementation of BRT extension in
Glenwood Springs and b) RFTA operation of local bus service on Highway 6/24 were unused in 2019 and
2020 (and will again be unused in 2021), the RFTA board was considering proposing to shift those funds
to help fill $2.7 funding shortfall for the underpasses. Staff sought Council’s views on this.
TP reported there was a separate proposal to further fill the shortfall by reallocating monies
coming to the City from RFTA as part of MOC sale agreement, away from the previous agreed upon
commitments for repair and reconstruction of inadequate connections to RiverTrail/Rio Grande Trail at
the high school, 12th Street, and Glenwood Elementary. TP explained that the City intends to repair/
reconstruct those trail connections using in-house staff, equipment, and materials, at lower cost. Staff
proposed that in light of this, the MOC trail funds could instead be used to help fund an extension of
MOVE study (total additional cost $180,000/city’s share $90,000).
SS expressed support for completing the 27th Street underpasses project as top-priority bicyclepedestrian safety improvement. Commission members otherwise did not comment on staff’s
recommendation for extension of the MOVE study, or staff’s proposal re: funding it.
VIII.

Old Business Topics (subject to discussion as time allows).

N/a – cut for time.
IX.

Agenda Planning for Next Meeting.

By general agreement, Commissioners decided the Agenda for the February meeting would best be set
after Council heard from and perhaps made decisions on the TC’s recommendations to be presented at
the Thurs. (1/7) Council meeting.
Adjourned at ~10:12 a.m.
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TDM Definitions
Federal Highway Administration TDM Desk Reference, 2012:
“A set of strategies aimed at maximizing traveler choices”
-As an alternative to building more lane-miles, TDM seeks to get improved
efficiency out of existing transportation infrastructure.

CDOT Statewide Transportation Demand Plan, 2019:
“The application of strategies and policies to reduce motor vehicle travel
demand, or to redistribute this demand in space or in time.

FHWA “Mitigating Traffic Congestion”, 2004

“In the 21st century, strategies to manage
demand will be more critical…..than
strategies to increase capacity”

Congestion in Colorado

TDM Core Strategies
• Transit – Local, Regional, Intercity
• Vanpools
• Carpools
• Walking
• Bicycling
• First /Last Mile Walking & Bicycling – connect to transit
• Variable Work Hours
• Telecommuting

TDM Support Strategies
• Rideshare Matching
• Guaranteed Ride Home
• Parking Management
• Incentives – financial, time off, transit passes
• Marketing & Education
• Market-Based – toll roads, managed lanes, parking cost
• ITS – incl. Smart Cards for Transit
• App-based – MaaS (Mobility as a Service)
• All-modes infrastructure

TDM for Specific Travel Markets
• Schools and Universities
• Recreation and Tourism
• Construction Mitigation, e.g., GAB
• Employer-Based Commute Programs – can be scaled
for all sizes
• Airports
• Crash and Incident Management
• Freight

Transportation Planning in CO (and beyond)
Metropolitan Planning Organizations --MPOs and Councils of
Government – COGs
Regions with at least one municipality of >50,000 population
Governed by representatives from cities, counties, state DOT, transit
authorities and other transport entities; some state legislators
Funding available is typically higher than non MPO
Planning and staffing requirements
Some air quality regulations – CMAQ, etc.

Colorado MPOs

Transportation Planning Regions - TPRs
No municipality of 50,000 population
Many federal planning requirements don’t apply
Most are not governed as a region
Less federal funding available
May “work cooperatively” towards regional planning, TDM, and other
initiatives

Setting Goals for Vehicle Reduction:
Three Colorado Examples
• DRCOG – Denver Region Council of Governments
• City of Boulder
• City of Aspen

DRCOG 2035 Metro Vision Plan
• Reduce work trips by SOV to 65% by 2035
• Reduce regional per capita VMT by 10% by 2035
• Reduce annual per capita GHG emissions from the transport sector by
60% by 2035
• Urban centers will accommodate 50% of new housing and 75% of
new employment between 2005 and 2035

City of Boulder Mode Choice Targets for 2035

City of Aspen Area Community Plan, 2012
Maintain vehicle traffic at 1993 levels

Aspen Mobility Lab, 2018
Reduce traffic at Castle Creek Bridge to below 800 cars per hour

(Program was shelved)

Basalt to Buttermilk EIS,
1993

Who is the “M” in TDM?
• TMA’s, Transport Management Associations or TMOs
Coalitions of employers in corridors or subareas
May include oversight, assistance from a municipality or region

• Individual employers, worksites
Universities
Large corporate campuses

• Military Bases
• Recreation site administrators

More CO Examples:
 City of Boulder’s 6 TMOs
 Fort Carson, Pikes Peak Region
 City of Durango Clean Commute Week
 City of Aspen
 “Best Workplaces for Commuters” 2016
awards – 4 in CO
•
•
•
•

IBM in Boulder
The Cadmus Group in Boulder
NRE Laboratory in Golden
NRE Laboratory in Louisville

TDM Needs in the Intermountain Region

Intermountain 2045 Regional Transportation Plan, 2020

Regional TDM Planning in the Roaring Fork
• RFTA Destination 2040 Plan, 2017
A section titled “A8 – Local and Regional TDM” was drafted but ultimately
not included in the 2040 plan
Discussed TDM programs and plans for Glenwood Springs, Aspen and
throughout the region

• Grand Avenue Bridge Construction, 2018
• MOVE Study, 2020
TDM task was proposed but not included in scope

Next Steps:
• Leadership direction – TC, City Council
• Do more research!
Best practices and success stories
New technology – MaaS, parking management, transit apps
Governance and policies – include housing?, land use?

• Scope – just Glenwood Springs or regional?
• Outreach – identify stakeholders, Mar. 2020 forum?
• Data needs – Who’s going where and when? AirSage
• Set timeline and goals

Thank you.

